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New Mexico, 2012 

 

I was here before, 

fifty years ago, 

my delight in words 

camouflaged. 

 

When the Free World stakes 

blood on vigilance, 

a quatrain’s distraction 

you keep to yourself. 
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Sangre de Cristo 

The mountain profile, like the face 

of someone on his back asleep 

from watching clouds pass overhead, 

as I watch what can only pass  

for mountains—what can only pass 

by, seeming distant, cold, and green— 

has changed already. Now like blood, 

the face in pain, the story old,  

the end foreseen in every pew 

but told again since those who pass 

on stories know the telling acts  

to hold the shape. The mountain shifts 

again; becomes the fingertips 

and plutons of the moody Earth. 

 

Profiled in facts and image-wrapped, 

the mountain has become a force 

like some old king whose tributes pass 

from hand to hand—a force appeased, 

or so we think, denatured, and  

by understanding, measurement,  

and smart display, controlled. Not so. 

It shifts again. The moon above 

limns cedars, ironwood, rough flanks 

of swift and hungry bird of prey, 

its massive arc of craggy wings 

across horizon; pulling hills 

and mesas, chola-dotted fields, 

and where I stand on rippling ground. 
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Cropping 

 
Not having other than 

for the life of me 

this idea, I sit, unwatched, 

unhurried, but nailed 

fast down to find my way 

through the life of me. 

Here, with pen, hook, and knife to pare 

and catch what was once 

filmed, flimsy, even teased 

like a thread of nerve, 

dipped, enlarged, and revealed, I crop 

the corners once missed 

when, holding fast to just— 

for the life of me— 

just the life of me that was, 

I flamed without thought. 
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Midshipman 

 

My mother loved his prissy walk, 

the snap of a line of plebes 

passing in review. 

Later, the saber on the wall, 

he showed how with only one 

leg he could do a knee-bend 

easily; then the other leg. 

Later still, beside him, 

trying to match my steps so short 

compared to his easy stride, 

left and right, I watched him. 

Watching him still, I count his steps, 

mark his pace, and stretch to reach. 
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Making a Mark 

 
Making a mark has less a ring 

than earlier in my wandering 

when, setting out, the Right ahead, 

meant struggle for overpowering 

Cause to by me alone be led. 

 

Now when I mark the way, ahead 

of me and the powers myriad 

that one must meet in name of Cause, 

I see only chasms, overfed 

griefs, and the awkward speech of laws. 
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A Soul’s Geometry 

 

A lifetime short of breath, 

missing what was said, 

and leaning to one side 

 

forced a tilted gaze  

of blue-eyed scrutiny, 

sharp and more scalene 

 

than equilateral. 

Mother’s deafness, lung lost 

to thoracoplasty, 

 

and slow twist to the left 

for sixty years as ribcage 

turned had squinched her outlook. 

 

Appealing appearances, 

narrowly subtended, 

watching Powell and Keeler 

 

sing and dance—later 

replaying all the parts 

with Betty on the porch 

 

and in Wherry housing reading 

Better Homes and Gardens— 

made surfaces fundamental. 

 

Distrusting explanations, 

she read faces: the angle 

of the eye, the tic, 

 

tug of a forced smile, 

glance away, the frown. 

You did not look down 
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or talk to the bad ear, 

or squint, or roll your eyes, 

or hint you didn’t care 

 

about appearances, 

what others said or thought, 

or making an impression. 

 

She only knew plain speech, 

on every issue landing 

normal to the lines 

 

of pious utterance, 

abstractions, and excuses 

wonderfully contrived. 

 

The right angle always 

was the average— 

what most people thought. 

 

She knew this without pollsters’ 

distributions, surveys, 

comments, or predictions. 

 

Once read, you were plotted— 

the shape of your life-path, 

the weights that swing your views, 

 

surfaces, and make-up, style, 

winning smile and manner,  

all the social greases, 

 

the walls in pastel hues, 

the evening news, napkins 

folded to the right— 

 

no reason not to be 

a Star—unless I wouldn’t  
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climb onto a stage. 

 

The silver-surfaced Stars 

on eternal loops— 

any would want to be 

 

after being passed  

between her father’s sisters, 

poisoned by her cousins 

 

in beautiful Miami, 

and saved from orphanage 

by Monte, her mother’s sister. 

 

Stars any’d want to be 

after her banker father 

found work at the combine 

 

counting bales of cotton— 

disgraced—and her mother, 

tubercular, traveled the circuit 

 

of sanitoriums and spas 

in sounthwestern high spots, 

ever cheerful dying. 

 

A lifetime short of breath, 

ever reminded of death, 

she searched through our faces for Stars— 

 

a Stewart, Parton, Sinatra— 

and, never accepting denials,  

saw fame at the end of her trials. 
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Guaranteed three step life plan 
 

Protect yourself. Much as one hopes 

for comity and mutual concern, 

brutality is last to learn. 

 

Do little harm. It’s not so easy 

when life entails injustice 

and history provides the basis. 

 

Try doing good—always surprising 

when it works. And when it doesn’t 

a whiff remains that wasn’t. 
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1967 

War is on. Satisfying no one,  

I enlist. Medicine defer. 

Poetry too. Simply make 

calculations: better to join— 

willing, dutiful. But only so far. 

Unconvinced by Dad’s thesis 

Nam threatens kitchen, car-port, 

Mom and Sister like a prowler 

climbing the trellis, nonetheless, 

not for his reasons, but for him— 

diamond virtue—for him, I go. 

 

Reasons only go so far. 

His war he missed, making his case— 

young cadet ; new Pentagon: 

“Bad eyes should not hold me back!” 

REQUEST DENIED. Down in the Trench, 

down in the Coral Sea, down 

flaming in fuel, floating for days— 

beyond suburbs, plastic, credit, 

growth, transistors, washers, blenders; 

beyond progress—down went his class, 

Men of Forty-Two. His war he missed. 

 

War is on. Satisfying no one, 

I enlist because of him. 

 

Reasons only go so far, 

so he tried again—not water, 

fire, earth, but air’s purity, 

like his own, lifted him up. 

Handling details, he managed numbers, 

Flying Fortresses, island runways, 

two-ton atomic payloads hoisted 

gingerly—icy skids detaching— 

midnight flights to Turkey, a crash 

taking off once; explaining fission, 

Pentagonic logic, fusion, and  
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Gap’s illusion to the Chief Politician. 

 

War always on: Rehearse. Prepare. 

All words are watch words. Make duty  

always a fixture of restraint. 

Pressure withhold. Empire requires 

men quietly managing madness. 
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Desert Study 
 

Visible only because it is vertical, 

high on a crooked branch twisted and lichenous 

perched for a moment: 

hummingbird stops. 

 

Under chamisa, its tail flicking once only, 

scraping and skittering over the leaves, dried out, 

yellow and scaly, 

skink comes to bask 

 

Dry as arroyos, as crosswords one finishes, 

binds to collect and then saves for no obvious 

reason but habit, 

poet writes on. 
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Edna 

A wringer washer in the corner, 

the tub beside it 

she carried weekly to the wash house, 

she washed now only once a week. 

 

The children gone, she stacked the saucers 

she used to keep us 

from spilling milky coffee 

made sweeter than her Cajun drip. 

 

Awake, she rose as if she had him 

to do for, and he 

would come to sit beside her,  

and she would smell his shaving soap. 
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1969 

Ruins, walls pocked 

by mortar rounds,  

flower stalls, bottle-glass 

Stube windows 

I pass quickly, 

onion towers ahead. 

 

Here’s the black gate, 

the Kaserne dark, 

green parade, empty mess— 

every morning  

the same sergeant 

looking for a loan. 

 

Take a fresh smock;  

then go upstairs, 

sort the tubes. Wait for blood— 

every morning 

the same process. 

War, it seems, is this. 

 

Three o’clock comes, 

the testing done. 

Blood is packed and sent away. 

Men who came here 

with clap burning 

leave and take their meds. 

 

Pass the shell-pocks, 

call out I’m home, 

love embrace, linger long, 

touch, and wonder 

at each other— 

just this much, no more. 
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Marking Time 

 

Do they still wait? Still 

silently count off, none 

calling them, none 

witnessing, none 

after mail call 

seeing the letters 

tapped and feathered 

into place? Still 

in their place, wait, count, 

marking the time? Still come 

silently here, 

where the last long line 

forms at the rear? Still wait, 

stones in the sun? 
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1968 

 
telling what I did or deferred, 

how a friend lost an eye in Paris,  

another went to Khe Sanh 

instead of me, or how 

many became scholars  

who didn’t want to be, 

how my only conflict 

was a barracks brawl, 

how one rode for freedom, 

another cycled Vermont, 

how the thick melon 

of cells false to self  

began to nudge his spine  

as Dad’s grandsons grew, 

or how I married, wrote songs, 

rode trains, and set my mind  

on Miltonic aims— 

These details I confess 

not to give craquelure, 

distress, or provenance 

to factitious memoirs, 

but to escort fact, sham, 

and prickly aftertastes 

of rows and silences 

far from these premises. 

 

The personal effects 

once emptied from my pockets 

become public facts, 

though anyone’s escapes 

the more artfully 

they’re told, become exploits. 

 

Empty all of it. 

Empty pockets. Go, 

with loss in empty pockets— 

grief’s denomination. 
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Read the dimpled bed 

of the arroyo. Read  

the monsoon’s sweep and gouge, 

quickly full of body, 

become all it covers— 

how it dropped and sank and dried, 

leaving empty pockets. 
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Rabbit Bushes 
 

Gray berries 

beak wands 

make warbling. 

 

Green silver 

heads turn, 

hair flying. 

 

Clumps crowd 

dry banks, 

springs dousing. 
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Sipapu at Pecos Pueblo 

 

On the ledge, your hand 

before your face 

covers the mesa. 

 

The cave’s porch, 

though facing the sun, 

is lit from within. 

 

So also the portal  

the People pass through, 

eyes shut, to a vista. 
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Light fingers 

 

Fakes I deplore— 

how with a snap 

flattening out  

innocent cloth, 

dropping the crumbs 

damp with intrigue, 

passing for wise, 

they, with a deft 

motion untwist 

knots and appear 

sweetly beyond 

common disputes, 

stumbles, and spills: 

legerdemain, 

mostly the night  

work of my fears. 

Given a shake, 

I am brought’round. 
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Potsherds 
 

Witness, tell what you see. 

Crazed surfaces, 

potted fakery. 

 

Hunter, lay down your prey. 

Thunder unearned, 

bright bowl of day. 

 

Maker, tell what you know. 

Words come unsure, 

slipping, and slow. 
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Unmarked 

Once we were wanderers, following springboks, 

Wildebeests, crossing the Rift, 

wading through reeds. 

 

Questions beset us, though seldom we ask them. 

Comfort we seek and to drift  

Quietly—feed,  

 

gathering under a tree or a Great Seal. 

Groups of us grind out and sift 

growls from needs. 
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Pecos Pueblo 

 

Buried in middens 

left under bone flutes, 

husks, red broken 

shards, and the gut spent 

boring and kindling, 

here, with their faces  

covered and spines bent,  

curled in their walled pits, 

the builders remain. 
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Picking Outfits 

No one asked me to do this. 

Payments never were mentioned. 

Dig about in the black fill 

under weedy presumptions, 

not so easily finding 

hooks for eyelets left hanging 

still from flattering costumes 

unexhumed till I tug them 

back with delicate forceps, 

pluck the crumbling swatches— 

see them shine!—from the dense mass 

living makes of our raiments. 
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Post-enlightenment blues 

 

Surpass the self—many say they do. 

Surpass the self—many say they do. 

But they still talk about it 

and it kinda makes me blue.  

 

Buddy’s in the garden waiting for the moon. 

Buddy’s in the garden waiting for the moon. 

Say’s he’ll need no worldly income 

but to me it seems jejune. 

 

Those who are enlightened—they say they just know. 

Those who are enlightened—they say they just know. 

My monkey-mind may chatter 

but I’d hate to see it go. 
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Assembly needed 

 

Seeing this come together 

out of nowhere 

should be no surprise 

since finding nowhere 

narrows down my choices, 

leaving me 

somewhere; something to do. 

 

Customarily 

I prefer 

to let surprise arise 

from long stares, 

dull walks, evening sits— 

not the shock  

of earwigs in a drawer. 

 

What comes together, however, 

passes through me— 

often easily led; 

more often daring 

me to put my hand in 

tree stumps, bee hives, 

or other people’s business. 
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2°, 575 gT, 2795 gT, 350ppm 

(after Bill McKibben) 

 

Some businesses you have to mind, 

like those near Cow Town, 

where I came from. 

Now us they lead to slaughter. 

 

Not all of us, of course. 

Not all at once. 

The top execs 

expect some to survive. 

 

An islander pulls out, moves on, 

lives on roots, 

builds oxcarts. 

 

So shift your assets to oxen. 
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Wildfire 

(Oklahoma, August 2012) 

 

A propane tank popped 

twenty feet to crater  

bedroom and kitchen, leap 

the berm and railroad track 

sending swords of flame 

dancing on end and falling 

like straight pins into a cushion. 

 

Someone saw a stranger 

tossing burning newspapers  

from a van. No straying 

mustang race of sparks, 

this wildfire had a mind 

behind it—mostly human. 

 

Less accidental, wild, 

and uncontrollable than 

unforeseen, the heat 

we feel these days raced free 

since Coronado, wheeled west 

and east in conquest, scorched  

coasts; tipped pack-ice, drowning 

equally all the views 

on what or whom to blame.  
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The empty pueblo behind us 

And in conclusion— 

  But wait. 

As no one goes there any more— 

  I have met Bluestem. 

The paths being covered now— 

  Findings lie around us. 

Having considered all the outcomes— 

  The dumb stones withhold comment. 

Given empty claims of emptiness— 

  Who makes claims already lies. 

What we include in the proffer— 

  Rebuked, they drank Blue Trumpet tea. 
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Invocation  

Heart of the flower, 

Heart of the stone, 

Heart of the river, 

driven and riving, 

beat on our doors, 

morning and evening. 

 

Head of the gopher, 

chin-troweled soil 

crumbling ahead of you, 

turning and quivering: 

gnaw at our bases, 

find in our spaces 

openings and leveling. 
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Openings and leveling 

 

Once more as if never before 

braced on each other 

arms stretched, hands clasped, 

mouths open, souls patent, 

both push, both feed. 

 

Flesh salt on our tongues and a breeze 

brushing so lightly  

limbs spread, spines dipped, 

hearts racing, selves buried, 

both rise; both fall. 

 

Here hollowing, hallowing, we 

rising and falling, 

take, eat, rise, go— 

filled, empty; whole, yearning— 

burn, slake; heal all. 
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Before breakfast in Santa Fe 

 

tink, spoon to cup, 

shaking roar  

of whirring traffic, 

slam of drawer, 

tapping knife, 

radio hisses, 

muffled vocables, 

spoon sweeping bowl, 

click and chink 

of an insistent bird, 

knife tapping the counter, 

plates’ clatter, 

breath’s high whine, 

buzz of rosy finch, 

cowbell and rumbling 

train at crossing, 

plump of knife 

dropped like a jaw, 

traffic spurred  

to swish and scrape— 

All this evidence of solidity 

might only be the larval stretch  

of a new world before flight. 
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AFTERWORD 

 

 Annunciations surround us. Attention to the world inside and outside is always 

rewarded, but annunciations come on their own terms. Mary did not make a deal with 

Gabriel. Newton did not select his own spectrum. Proper attention requires the proper 

frame of reference. You do not watch the chola cactus grow without yourself slowing 

down. You don’t see through the sipapu hole in the floor of a kiva without knowing that 

the character of the world can change so much that only a few survivors may rise into the 

new reality.  

 Sometimes nature’s annunciations must be mediated, as when James Hansen 

explained the frameshift of climate change to a Congressional committee or when Bill 

McKibben wrote his book, Eaarth—giving a new name to our altered planet. In this 

memoir, my reflections are mediated by memories of living in New Mexico as an 

adolescent. As Avery Crawley, a weather-prophet in my book, Frameshifts, says: 

In some way, railing and cloud could be trusted; 

They kept his memories, as did Ark and Salvage Yard. 

These and his museums and Foxglove Center 

Were his vessels for such memories . . . 

 

 Returning to New Mexico after more than forty years, I found that many places 

and objects still held memories. Annunciations surrounded me. Perhaps, like the teepee 

stone formations of Cochiti, the annunciations were unchanged, as Basho wrote: 

Stillness— 

soaking into the rocks, 

the cicada’s cries. 

 

Were so many annunciations soaked up by the desert during forty years, or was I finally 

quiet enough to hear them? 

Richard L. Rose  
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Other works by Richard L. Rose: 

FRAMESHIFTS? Two volumes?  What is it? 

 

 It is literary fiction made of multiple genres united by theme and character. At 

first glance, it appears to be a story collection, beginning with a mystery; but look at the 

back and you find a philosophical poem. Between the covers are mysteries, suspense 

stories, literary fiction, science fiction, love stories, fictional memoirs and letters, 

adventure stories, dramatic dialogues, and a section of poetic narrative made of made of 

dozens of forms—sestinas, sonnets, terza rima, droeg-kvaet, prose poems, ballads. One 

may read the stories and poems in any sequence, but as one reads the stories in the given 

sequence, a novel emerges. Its narrative concerns a fictional community in Northern 

Virginia from the current time to a disturbing future of climatic and social upheavals. 

Both volumes are listed on Amazon in hard copy and in Kindle versions. My book blog is 

http://www.frameshifts.com. To find or add to the reviews on Amazon, look for 

Frameshifts by Richard L. Rose. A sample of Frameshifts, the mystery story Death 

Wears A Tricorn, is also available in multiple ebook formats. 

 

MARGINAL NOTES. Words and music, collected with personal papers, are on the 

website marginalnotesinwordsandmusic.org. Here find reference to the set of operas—

Annunciations, Amber, The People’s Voice, The Books of Daniel, La Rinuncia, and The 

Profit of Doom—as well as other works and information, including the sequel to 

Frameshifts, entitled Hidden Moves and Hidden Faces and information about works in 

progress, such as Floats and Sinkers, a poetry collection, Marking Time, a poetic memoir, 

and The Fisher of the James, a solo work retelling a Grimm Brothers’ fairy tale about 

always wanting more than we have. 

http://www.frameshifts.com/
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About Richard L. Rose  

 

Richard L. Rose has retired from several careers, including teaching, medical laboratory 

work, environmental education and research, math and science supervision, and teaching 

science and science teaching methods in public schools and universities. After growing 

up “on the road” with a military family, described in the memoir Marking Time, he 

settled in Northern Virginia with his wife to raise two sons and follow his vocation of 

teaching and avocations of writing and musical composition. Since retiring, he has 

produced a poetry collection, Floats and Sinkers, and a set of chamber operas, 

Annunciations, TheBooks of Daniel, Amber, The People’s Voice, and The Profit of Doom. 

Following his wife's death and beginning a second marriage, he composed La Rinuncia 

and self-published the novel, FRAMESHIFTS, in 2011. All but the last of the operas were 

benefit concerts for groups like Amnesty, Habitat, and local charities. Another musical 

work, The Fisher of the James, focused on environmental concerns, and a set of stories, 

Hidden Moves and Hidden Faces, come from living in Richmond. The book and other 

projects are described on his website (marginalnotesinwordsandmusic.org) and book blog 

site, http://www.frameshifts.com. In his spare time, he collects rejection slips. 

 

 Recurrent themes are the transience of our lives and habitat and an insistence that 

we find effective ways to attend to this fact. By producing benefit concerts, reducing 

royalties, and recommending nonprofit organizations worthy of their attention, he invites 

readers to make their own creative responses. Perhaps readers of FRAMESHIFTS will be 

inspired to imagine and accomplish something positive for their communities. In writing, 

however, his intention is simply to tell a good story with interesting characters in 

surprising situations. 

 

 

http://www.frameshifts.com/

